
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Watorfront use has always posed. a very basic problem: access

to waterborne vehicles from the shore. The bulkhead has been exten-

sively employed as the solution to this problem. The casual observer

may conclude that the installation of these critical structures is a

simple process. In reality, the only simple aspect of bulkheads is

their geometry. The actual design, construction and behavior of these

soil-structure systems is complex. Simplified approaches have often

resulted in either overly conservative design or failure, both to the

detriment of the owner. A. rational approach is required which incor-

porates an understanding of bulkhead behavior, a sound computational

procedure and good construction practices. The objective df this work

is to provide such an approach, emphasizing a simplified design chart

format.

Application of the approach suggested herein is intended for

bulkhead sites where shore activity is relatively light, such as private

residences and marinas. Sufficient flexibility does exist, however, to

permit use over a broad spectrum of loading and soil conditions. Dis-

cretion is always incumbent upon the designer, especially where bulk-

head heights exceed 15 feet �.57 m!, soil conditions are complex,

heavy loads are anticipated or environmental conditions are severe.



1.1. Statement of the Problem

Bulkheads are flexible soil retaining walls which derive their

stability fram the structural ~embers and the strength of the soil.

The soil, as well as providing stability, creates loads upon the system

which must be resisted. Figure 1-1, illustrates the configuration of the

basic anchored bulkhead.

The principal component of the system is the sheet pi,le. Horizon-

tal stresses exerted by the soil on the backfill side of the wall tend

to move the piles outward. This outward, movement is resisted by that

portion of the wall embedded in the subgrade. If the penetration of

the toe into the subgrade is not sufficient, failure will result whereby

the toe "kicks out."

The horizontal stresses acting on the pile cause bending, making

the pile function as a beam. Therefore pile design is twofold: the

pile must be long enough to resist toe failure and it must be. stout

enough to resist, flexural stresses induced by bending.

The sheet piles are tied together by wales. These members are

designed to resist bending and are fastened to the piles by bolts or

nails. At various points the wales will require splices which must

resist the same loads as the wales.

The resistance to outward movement of the wall may be enhanced

by employing a tie-rod and anchorage. Since a portion of the horizontal

load is transmitted to the anchorage through the tie-rod, the tie-rod

must be suitably designed. The anchorage must also be adequately

dimension.ed and properly positioned. If the anchorage is too close to

the wall, it will be located within the failing soil mass, or failure

wedge, and will be of no use.



Figure 1-1. anchored wall



1. l. 1. Sheet Piles

Sheet piles are usually made of steel, concrete, or pressure

treated wood. Other materials may be used as well, such as aluminum

and asbestos.

Wooden sheet piles are generally a foot wide and vary in length

and thickness to suit design conditions. An interlocking system, such

as tongue-and-groove, is built into the pile as shown in Figure 1-2.

The configuration of steel and concrete sheet piles varies

considerably. The choice of the appropriate section is a matter of

computing the required engineering properties. Steel and concrete

sheet piles also have interlocking devices, such as ball-and-socket

connections shown in Figure 1-3 for steel. Concrete sheet pile inter-

locking is normally tongue-and-groove.

The anchored bulkhead described. earlier may be altered to produce

another bulkhead type. The most basic variation is to remove the

anchorage and tie-rod, creating a cantilevered wall  Figure 1-4!. This

variation may prove to be economical where relatively low walls are

installed. In such cases, the additional penetration depth required to

compensate for the lack of anchorage may very well be less costly than

the anchorage.

A smooth- or flush-faced bulkhead may be designed by locating the

wale on the backfill side of the wall. Although this may enhance boat

docking to some extent, it requires more fasteners than the wale on

the dredge side of the wall.
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="igure 1-3. Typical ball and socket  United States Steel, 1975,
facing p. 1!



Figure 1-4. Cantilevered wall



The navy bulkhead is another vax'iation of the anchored wall.

These walls incorporate the use of S in �03 mm! diameter fender piles

located in front of the sheet pi.les, as shown in Figure 1-5. The

presence of the fendex' pile adds considerable rigidity to the system.

This is warranted only for xelatively high walls or for locations where

there will be large external loads. Otherwise, the presence of the

fender piles is not required.

Bulkhead types may also be categorized by construction sequence,

i.e., a bulkhead may be a fill type or a dredge type. The sequence for

a fill type is: drive the piles, install tie-rod and anchorage, then

backfill. The sequence fox' a dredge type is: dxive the piles, install

the tie-rod and anchorage, backfill, then dredge in front, of the wall

to the desired depth. A consequence of construction sequence is the

resulting stress distribution. Some advantage may be realized where

dredge bulkheads are required as the soil behavior tends to be

beneficial.

l.l.3. Soils

One of the most critical aspects of the bulkhead site is the type

of soil present. Tn a very gener'al sense, there are two types of soils

that the designer must contend with: cohesionless soils, which can

be referred to as sand, and cohesive soils, which can be rexerx'ed to

as clay. The behavior of sands is x'easonably predictable and reliable

designs may be rendered with minimal complications. Clays, on the

other hand, are complex soils. Their strength varies considexably from

point to point and their behavior depends upon a wide range of condi-

tions, such as mineralogy, so'l structure and stress history.



Figure 1-5. Viavy bulkhead  AWPI, 1970, p. 3!



The presence of sand in the majority of bulkhead sites in New

York State suggests that the design of most bulkheads may proceed in

a straightforward manner. The less fortunate designer who must deal

with clay is advised to use a cauti,ous approach when attempting to

determine the characteri.sties of the soil. A more detailed discussion

regarding site and soil characterization may be found in textbooks

 e.g., Wu, 1976!.

l. 2. A roach to the Solution

The key element in the design of bulkheads is a sound computa-

tional procedure. Such a procedure depends largely upon the adequacy

of the mathematical model chosen to represent the behavior of the

system. An examination of prior investigations of bulkhead behavior

not only reveals weak and strong points of the various models, it also

provides valuable insights as to the behavior itself. The valid aspects

of the various approaches may then be incorporated, while questionable

assumptions and details may be disregarded. A sound design procedure

will be the result. This is the objective of the next chapter: to

examine previous work, glean the useful facts, and formulate a compu-

tational approach.

Unfortunately, existing bulkhead design methods are cumbersome.

Obviously, a simplified version of the most valid method is desirable.

A simplified design procedure is therefore the major goal of this work.

The third chapter explains such a simplified method and the means used

to compose it. The fourth chapter explains the recommended design

procedures.



Although the pile and tie-rod dimensions are the most difficult

parameters to design, there are other considerations. Location and

design of the anchorage, design of wales, splices and fasteners, ex-

ternal loadings, environmental factors, and, the properties of the

structural components are discussed in the fifth chapter. Other topics

concerning the construction of bulkheads are contained in the sixth

chapter.

The seventh chapter is a qualitative treatment of the reliability

of bulkhead design. It explores the probability of failure in pene-

tration depth, tie-rod pull, and moment of a hypothetical anchored

wall. The design deals with sand and clay subgrades and lends credence

to the statement that clay subgrades pose more difficult problems than

sand subgrades.

Examples are provided in the appendices to illustrate each portion

of the design procedure.

1 i 3 SUURaVjT

The problem to be solved by the bulkhead designer is to compute

the dimensions of sheet piling so that the toe is driven to an adequate

depth and the section is large enough to withstand bending stresses,

If the designer opts for an anchorage and tie-rod, these must also be

properly designed.

Herein, a procedure is developed in detail for the design of

bulkheads.



CHAPTER 2

EVALUATION OF SOIL STRESSES AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF BULACHEQ! DESIGN

Prior to the turn of the century, bulkhead design was governed

by classical approaches or merely by rules of thumb. As worldwide

commerce increased, the demand for port and harbor facilities also

increased. To accommodate this demand, sites had to be utilized which

required bulkheads with greater dimensions than previously necessary.

The larger dimensions invalidated rules of thumb and rendered the

classical approaches obsolete because of economics. A state of the

art evolved for bulkhead design. as a result of the continuing attempt

to understand the complex behavior of these structures.

Each investigation and explanation of bulkhead behavior required

simplifying assumptions so that ehe complexities of horizontal soil

stress distribution could be dealt with. An examination of the various

thoughts on bulkheads serves to determine the adequacy of the underlying

assumptions, to highlight valid contributions which should be incor-

porated into a design scheme, and to give an. overall concept, of the

true nature of bulkheads.

2.1. Soil Stren th and Horizontal Stresses

The computation of stresses in fluids is relatively simple.

Consider for example a vat of water as in Figure 2-la. The stresses

at point A are determined from the height of the water above A, h,

12



Figure 2-1. Horf.zontal and vertical stresses



and the unit weight of the water, y . The vertical stress is a
w v

Since ehe water has no shear strength, the horizontal seress, o< is

equal to the vertical stress.

Soil seresses are more complicated to determine because the soil

does possess shear strength. Therefore, the stresses in a soil mass at

point B in Figure 2-lb are given by: a y h, where y is the unit
v s s

weight of the soil, and a ~ Kcr , where K is a horizoneal soil stress
v

coef f icient.

To illustraee the concept of horizontal soil stress coefficient,

consider an infinitely rigid, infinitely thin wall retaining

an adjacent mass of soil of height H, as shown in Figure 2-Za. The

magnitude of the coefficient K depends on the amount of deflection,

with respect to the wall height, H. With no wall defleceion, the soil

is said to be at rest and the coefficient is designated as K . Aso

the wall is defleceed away from the soil mass, the stress exerted

reduces eo a lower equilibrium state, known as the active state. The

active stress coefficient is designated as K . If the wail is deflecteda'

into ehe soil mass, the stress exerted by the soil increases until the

soil reaches an upper equilibrium state, known as the passive state.

The passive stress coefficient is denoted by K
p

Tests perf ormed by Terzaghi �954! revealed that minimum deflec-

tions are required to reach the limiting active and passive states.

As suggested by Figure 2-2b, relatively small defleceions are needed

eo reach the full active state and relaeively large deflections are

needed to reach the full passive state. Also indicated in the figure

is that ehe net change in stresses is much greater for the passive



Figure Z-Z. Horizontal stress coefficient as a function of
def lection  Terzaghi, 19S4, p. l24 3!



case than for the active case for the same magn,itude of deflection.

The soil stress coefficient depends upon the shear strength of

the soil as well as the relative deflection of the wall. Shear strength

is defined in terms of the Aohz-Coulomb failure criterion as

�-1!z ~ c + o tan $

in which: t shear strength, c soil cohesion, ! the angle of

internal fziction, and a normal stress on the failure plane. Figure

2-3 illustrates this concept, which shows increasing strength with

increasing normal stress.

For the purpose of this work, shear strength will be in terms

either c or !. Sand, silt and gravel are assumed to possess only fric-

tional strength, so that c ~ 0. This applies to any combination of

these granular soils. Clay soils are more complex, demonstrating

different properties for short- and long-term behavior. Mhen a cohesive

soil is rapi,dly loaded to failure, water pzessure in the pores is not

allowed to drain and the soi.l exhibits cohesive strength only. lf

the pore mater is allowed to dissipate as the soil is loaded to failure,

it will exhibit frictional strength and may be assumed to maintain none

of its cohesion. Therefore, the short-term strength of clays is

represented by the undrained strength where p 0, and the long-term

stzength is represented by the drained strength where c = 0. The

drained and undrained strengths vary over a wide range.

The horizontal stress coefficients for soils with friction, in-

cluding the drained case for clays, depend upon the angle of internal

friction, P, the angle of wall fri.ction  i.e., strength. of wall-soil



Figure 2-3. bohr-Coulo~o failure criterion
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interface!, 6, and the angle of inclination, ~, of the backfill with

respect to the horizontal. The active stress coefficient, K , isa'

given by

cos
2

�-2!

cosy cosu

The passive stress coefficient, K, is given by
p

cos
2

Kp  L ~sin  +6! sin  M! L/2 2
cos 8 cos<

The angle of wall friction is often taken as

2a
3

�-4!

�-5!P yh-2c
a s

�-6!Pyh+Zc
p s

when dealing with the undrained strength of clay.

If the length of the previously described hypothetical wall

 Figure 2-2! is increased so that it penetrates into the subgrade to a

depth, D, the wall deflection will produce an active state on one side

and a passive state on the other. If D is sufficiently large, static

equilibrium exists as the horizontal forces exerted on the active side

for wood and steel walls  Rowe, 1952!. Further discussion of the wall-

soil interface appears later in this section.

The active and passive stresses, P and P , may be computed using
a p

Rankine's formulation for frictionless soils,
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are balanced by the horizontal forces on the passive side. A canti-

levered bulkhead is thus established as in Figure 2-4a. The depth of

penetration required below the dredge level to achieve equilibrium can

be decreased by employing a tie-rod and anchoring system near the top

of the wall as in Figure 2-4b. An anchored bulkhead is thus established.

With a known or assumed stress distribution, the depth of penetra-

tion, tie-rod load, and bending moment in the wall may be computed.

By examining the evolution of bulkhead design, scrutiny of the under-

lying assumptions of each approach is possible. As the evidence produced

by each investigation is accumulated and evaluated, it becomes clear

which assumptions are valid and which aspects of a procedure are worthy

of retention. These are the components of the design procedure which

will result in the most representative calculations of depth, tie-rod

load and bending moment.

With these concepts in mind, an examination of the evolution of

bulkhead design follows.

2.2. Classical Theories

2.2.1. Fixed Earth Su ort

The Fixed Earth Support, method, one of the classical approaches,

relies on the premise that the toe of the wall does not move. With

this assumption, the wall may be considered as a cantilevered beam

above the point of fixity, permitting the assumption of a reaction at

the point of fixity, F, as shown in Figure 2-5a. The third assumption

is that the passive stress resultant is applied at a depth 0.8D.
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Figure 2-5. Fixed Earth Support assumptions
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Tschebotariaff �951! are given by:

Z ~ tan �5 � p/2! and2 �-7!

K ~ I/K
p a

Aside from the cumbersome numerical procedures involved, the

Fixed Earth Support method has serious shortcomings that stem from the

assumptions, Model tests have shown that deflections at the toe always

occur  Rawe, 1952!, thereby invalidating the premise that the wall may

always be treated as a cantilever. Fixed Earth Support assumptions

are good only for limited applications where toe deflectians are

relatively small.

One way to analyze this case is to assume a depth of penetration,

D, and compute the deflections of the wall based upon simple beam

theory. If the deflection is not, zero at 0.8D, another trial depth is

attempted and deflections are recomputed. This process continues until

a depth of penetration is achieved where the deflection computed at

0.8D is zero. This is the elastic line approach  Figure 2-5b!.

Another approach simplifies the computations by assuming a hinge

at the paint of contraflexure, C, in Figure 2-5b. This permits the

wall to be analyzed as two equivalent beams. The upper portion is

treated as a simply supported beam with reactions at the tie-rod level

and point of cantraflexure, as shown in Figure 2-5c, The resultant

forces are summed about the tie-tod level.

The active and passive stress coefficients suggested by
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2. 3. 2. Free Earth Su ort  FES!

This other classical method assumes that the toe of the wall is

free to move, thereby enabling the full passive stress to develop

along the pile below the dredge line. At the time of toe failure, the

Free Earth Support  FES! stress distribution shown in Figure 2-6 can

be computed using Coulomb's definitions for active and passive stresses.

Ezperiments have shown that the stress distribution for inadequate

penetration is accurately described by the FES values  Rowe, 19S2!.

This means that the minimum penetration depth where failure is imminent

may be computed. The penetration is then adjusted so that the minimum

depth is exceeded and. a margin of safety is realized.

For penetration less than the required minimum depth, equilibrium

is not achieved and the wall rotates as a rigid body. For penetration

ezceeding the minimum value, rigid body movement no longer occurs and

the stresses are redistributed because of the flezibility of the wall.

This redistribution causes the computation of bending moments, based

upon FES assumptions, to be overly conservative and thereby uneconomi-

cal. In spite of this inaccuracy, it still remains a useful procedure

for computing penetration depths, although an alternative procedure

for calculating bending moments and tie-rod loads is warranted.

2.3. Danish Rules

In spite of the rational approaches provided by the classical

methods, quay walls in Denmark around 1900 were. built with the guidance

that "dimensions appear to be reasonable"  Tschebotarioff, 1951!.

Increased commerce at this time led to the demand for higher walls,
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Figure 2-6. Free Earth Support assumptions



which in turn necessitated more stringent design procedures. Use of

the Coulomb procedure to check timber walls already built showed that

the stresses in these walls were three to four times higher than

allowable stresses for timber. Since the walls had withstood the test

of time with no apparent malfunction, it was surmised that the actual

stresses were substantially less than the stresses px'edicted. from the

Coulomb method. With this deviation in mind, the Danish engineers

Christiani and Nielsen designed the Lalborg Pier in 1906. This was

considered a daring undertaking, not only because the pier was

underdesigned with respect to Coulomb guidelines, but also because it

was made of reinforced concrete and not timber. Although the design

has often been criticized. for lack of conservatism, the structure has

stood for decades  Tschebotarioff, 1951!.

One reason for the pie» not failing is the presence of piles

driven through the backfill into the subgrade. These piles transfer

any surcharge load to below the subgrade so that this load does not

add to the horizontal soil stresses already acting on the wall. Another

more significant reason is a x'edistx'ibution of stresses because of

soil arching. As the wall deflected horizontally, the fill deformed

so that an arch of soil formed between the tie-rod and dredge levels.

The arch then carried part of the horizonta.l load imposed by the

fill. This arching concept formed the basis for a set of design pro-

cedures called the Danish Rules.

The stress diagram for this formulation appears in Figure 2-7.

The Free Earth Support stxess is reduced by an amount defined by the

parabola with ampLitude, q, such that:
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Figure 2-7. Danish Rules assumpeions
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k � + 10 h/L!
5 + 10 h/L

�-9!

1

1 ~ 0.1 �+n Ea!
sing Lo

�-10!

in which: h distance from the tie-rod to the top of backfill, n

the ratio of bending moments at the tie-rod and at the dredge level,

E ~ the elastic modulus of the sheet pile, a ~ the wall thickness,

P ~ an assumed distributed load, and o ~ the allowable bending stress
m

of the wall.

The depth of penetration is taken *s 3 to 3.5 times the distance

H and then multiplied by a safety factor.
w

Although the Uanish Rules have produced successful bulkheads,

this approach is not recommended as it lacks rigorous analytical or

experimental substantiation. However, the rules demonstrated the

validity of using reduced stresses acting on the wall.

2.4. Limit E uilibrium A roaches

A method for solving soil stress problems based upon rupture

theory was devised by Hansen �953!. The underlying principle

of this approach is that a soil mass in a state of failure takes on a

specific geometry, i.e., a specific fig~re of rupture  Figure 2-S}.

When the figure is established, Knitter's equation is used to compute

soil stresses and the kimetatics are computed as shown in Figure 2-9.

By varying certain dimensions, critical rupture figures can be

determined. 1he design of the structure can then be completed by using

the forces and moments stemming from the critical conditions.
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Figure 2-8. Rupture figures  Hansen, 1953, pp. 73-79!
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Figure 2-9. Kine~tics of a rupture figure  Hansen, l953,
p. 104!
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Brinch Hansen's approach appears attractive in that it enables

the designer to obtain a true concept of the forces involved which tend

to produce a particular mode of failure. Use of KHtter's equation in

computing the stresses of soils in a plastic state is quite valid and

enhances the accuracy of the computations. En spite of these benefits,

the procedure is very tedious because many iterations are necessary

to arrive at a satisfactory solution and KHtter's equation is very

cumbersome.

2.5. Studies b Tschebotarioff

Large-scale model tests of bulkheads were conducted by

Tschebotarioff at Princeton �948! to corroborate or refute earlier

concepts of bulkhead behavior. Tests were performed with three objec-

tives in mind: reducing stresses acting on the wall from a fluid

clay backfill; determine the effects of consolidation upon the magnitude

of stresses exerted on the wall and observe the phenomenon of arching;

investigate the distribution of stresses acting upon the wall.

The placement of dredge spoil as backfill is common practice as

it greatly reduces the amount of fill required from a borrow area.

There is an obvious advantage to this practice, but there are two

significant disadvantages. Fluid clay has such a high water content

that it behaves as a fluid, i.e., it has very little shear strength

and the horizontal stresses are much higher than those from normal

backfill. Also, the fluid clay must consolidate prior to any operations

on its surface, such as construction of buildings. The studies in-

volving fluid clay backfills are thus noteworthy.



An important consideration in these tests is the range of soils

used. The angle of internal friction of the sands studied range be-

tween 32' and 36, indicating that the sands were in the loose to

medium dense range. The clay used, except, for the fluid clay backfill,

showed a cohesion of 300 psf �4.4 Pa! and an angle of internal

friction of 17', determined from consolidated-undrained shear tests.

A. ~ixture of sand and clay was produced. with a resulting angle of in-

ternal friction of 32

Tests were conducted to determine the means required to minimize

the horizontal stresses exerted by a fluid, clay backfill. It was

found that a sand dike placed at its natural angle of repose, shown

as line 6-6 in Figure 2-10, was fully effective in reducing the stresses

exerted by the fluid clay fill, i.e., the stresses were the same as

if the entire fill was composed of sand. The same results were found

when a sand blanket was placed whose width was equal to the wall

height, as shown by line 8-8. A sand blanket whose width was 50 percent

of the wall height, as shown by line 9-9, was 50 percent effective.

A blanket width of 10 percent of the wall height was found to have no

effect.

The presence of the sand dike or sand blanket did not enhance

the rate of consolidation, but prefabricated cylindrical drains did.

Vertical drains were acceptable, but were difficult to place because

of construction impediments. Horizontal drains, on the other hand,

were conceived as shown in Figure 2-11. It was felt that, although

such drains would be expensive, they would be practical and would

accelerate consolidation.
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Figure 2-10. Test apparatus  Tschebotax'iof f, 1949, p. 25!
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Figure 2-11. Sand drains to accelerate consolidation  'Zschebotarioff,
1949, p. 28!
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A major assumption of the Danish Rules is that an arch of soil

forms between the tie-rod and dredge level which reduces the horizontal

stresses acting upon the wall, as suggested by Figure 2-8. Tsche-

botarioff felt that this arching phenomenon warranted closer scrutiny.

He made a distinction between dredge and fill bulkheads based upon

his observations of arching.

For an arch of sand to form, a stable "abutment" must first, be

present. Then, as the wail deflects between the tie-rod and dredge

level, an arch forms between these two abutments. For fili bulkheads,

this abutment is present at the dredge level, but is lacking at the

tie-rod until the fill is raised beyond that level. As the fill is

placed, the wall deflects and no arch may form without the second

abutment. Dredge bulkheads, on the other hand, allow the formation of

an arch when the material in front of the wall is removed. When the

two abutments are present, the dredging operation causes wall deflec-

tions between the tie-rod and final dredge level, and an arch forms.

However, the arch is unstable as additional tie-rod yield causes it to

break down.

A recommended design procedure evolved after the third set of

tests. The approach suggested was a simplified equivalent beam pro-

cedure where a hinge is assumed to be located at the dredge level. For

bulkheads in a subgrade of clean sand, the depth of penetration is

taken. to be 43 percent of the wail height, H, based upon limited test

results. The factor of safety against, toe failure was said to be at

least Z.O. The active stress was computed from:
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�-11!P ~ K Y H, where
a a s

K = � � � , ! 0.33 f''',
a f' H

�-12!

�-13!

The term f'' ~ 1.0 for known subgrade materials and should be decreased

for uncertainties in the subgrade.

A further observation made with respect to vibrating the backfill

was that it increased the bending moments by 60 percent; similar

vibration of the soil in front of the bulkhead tended to reduce the

bending moments.

The tests at Princeton did not establish any valid relationship

between the shear strength of clay and lateral stresses. This lack

of correlation was interpreted to signify that once a safe depth of

penetration was established, horizontal stresses in clay are a problem

of deflection, not of rupture.

Since the range of .soils tested. was limited to a narrow band,

the empirically derived formulas for bulkhead design are valid only

for that range. As soils vary beyond the test range, their stress dis-

tr''butions must also vary, especially for clays. A more comprehensive

design procedure is needed which encompasses a broader spectrum of

soil conditions.

in which: a the height of soil above the tie-rod, f' ~ 3.5 and f'''

0.9, based upon limited test. results. Bending moments can be com-

puted from the stress diagram  Figure 2-12!. Tie-rod pulls should be

designed for overstressin.g by dividing computed loads by the expression:
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Figure 2-12. Design assumptions  Tschebotariof f, 1951, p. 561!
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2.6. Studies b Rowe

Rowe contributed significantly to the understanding of bulkhead

behavior  Rowe, 1951, 1952, 1955, 1956, 1957! . His work began by ob-

serving the performance of scale model bulkheads in cohesionless soils

where he focused upon the effects of sheet pile flexibility and soil

stiffness. Based upon his findings, he formulated a bulkhead design

procedure. He then developed a theoretical and analytical model where

bulkhead behavior could be described as a beam on an elastic foundation.

Several years later he performed further tests on walls in a cohesive

subgrade, coupled these data with his previously developed analytical

model, and recommended a procedure for the design of walls in clay.

Zn subsequent work, he compared designs based upon his recommended

procedures with Hansen's approach. Rowe's work was extensive

well-documented, and it provided an insight that is very helpful in

understanding bulkhead behavior.

2,6.1. Anchored Walls in Sand

Rowe felt that variations in the distribution of stress acting

upon sheet pile walls resulted from variations in surcharge, tie-rod

level, anchor yield, dredge level, pile flexibility and soil stiffness.

To determine such effects, he instituted two series of stress tests

and one series of flexibility tests  Rowe, 1952! .

The stress tests were conducted on. a 3 ft-6 in �.07 m! high

model wall, as shown in Figure 2-13a. The sequencing of these tests

is shown. in Figure 2-13b. Stress measurements were made directly by

stress gauges, and bending induced strains were measured by strain
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gauges. The only soil used in the stress tests was dry sand in a loose

state.

The flexibility tests were conducted in the apparatus shown in

Figure 2-14. The properties of the different piles used are given in

Table 2-1. Different soils were used, each with a different angle of

internal friction and dry unit weight. Each soil was tested in the

loose state, with relative density equal to 0 percent, and in the dense

state, with relative density equal to 100 percent. The soil properties

are summarized in Table 2-2.

2.6.1.1. Conclusions Based U on the Stress Tests

The first series of stress tests demonstrated that the initial

stress distribution deviated from Coulomb's FES predictions. As the

dredging continued, however, the stress distribution eventually reached

the free earth values when toe failure occurred. Prior ho failure,

stress increases developed above the tie-rod and decreases developed

below, i.e., arching occurred. The stress reduction, because of

arching, was substantially less than that predicted by the Danish Rules.

The first series of tests also showed that a considerable shear force

developed at the toe which tended to resist outward movemen.t,

The second series of stress tests incorporated controlled anchor

yield while the first series permitted none. The placement of various

surcharge loads was another added feature. This series showed that

arch instability resulted with anchor yield or additional dredging

and that the stress distribution developed was in accordance with "=ree

Earth Support predictions. The amount of yield necessary for the
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Figure 2-14. Apparatus for flexibility tests  Rowe, 1952, p. 38!
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 Rowe, 195 2!

Flexibility
lo a

Length
 m

Pile

in

Plate Thickness

in mmMaterial

Steel

Steel

Test

�, 07! -3. 32 Stress Tests

�. 91!

�. 81!

 G. 76!

�. 71!

�.66!

0. 109 �. 77! 36

31.5

27.5

24

21

�. 91!

�. 80!

�. 70!

�. 61!

�.53!

Steel

�. 74!

�.66!

�.58!

�.51!

29

26

23

20

Table 2-1. Pile characteristics
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0.164 �.19! 36

32
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Flexibility Tests
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complete breakdown of arching was equal to H /1000. Rowe stated that

the amount of yield one could expect in the field is between H /930

and H /360. In other words, arching is not a stable state under normal

conditions.

The active stresses acting upon the model walls were found to

agree closely with Tschebotarioff's predictions. Bending moments,

however, were at times found to be as much as twice as high. Rowe sur-

mised that this discrepancy could be resolved by observing the effects

of varying the pile flexibility. This was the objective of the flexi-

bility tests.

2.6.l. 2. Conclusions Based U on the Flexibilit Tests

Rowe determined that prototype walls must behave in the same

manner as the model walls if the conditions of similitude are maintained.

The most important aspects of these conditions shown by the tests are

two ratios. The first proportionality states that bending moment,

and pile length, H , are related by the constant r, such that

The second states that the pile len.th,, elastic modulus of the pile and

moment of inertia of the pile are related by the pile flexibility number,

such that:

�-19!

He then concluded that the behavior of prototype and model walls must

be similar if their relative wall heights,  Figure 2-15! are equal,
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and relative tie-rod levels, 8, are equal, where

  2-16!

and

HA
8 m �-1 7!

2.6.1.3. Desi n Procedure for Anchored Walls in Sand

As well as providing a sound qualitative description of bulkhead

behavior, Rowe's observations and conclusions served as a basis for

It was determined that pile flexibility had a major effect upon stress

distribution and bending moment. As demonstrated in Figure 2-16a, a

more flexible pile permits larger deflections, d, at the dredge level

relative to the deflections at the toe. The larger deflection causes

a greater amount of passive stress to be mobilized at that point. Con-

sequently, the passive stress resultants occur closer to the dredge

level with more flexible piles, as shown in Figure 2-16b. The influence

of pile flexibility in dense subgrades is similar, but with a more

pronounced effect as the passive stress resultant was located even

closer to the dredge level.

The flexibility tests also indicated that tie-rod loads differ

from the Free Earth Support values, depending upon relative tie-rod

height, 9, relative wall height, a, and pile flexibility. It was also

shown that tie-rod loads could be increased by as much as SO percent

because of differential tie-rod yield and anchor settlement, i.e.,

adjacent tie-rods may deflect unevenly, thus causing one tie-rod to

take more of the load.
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Figure 2-16. Effects of pile flexibility on pile deflections and
passive stress
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' max

max H
�-18!

computing penetration depths, bending moments, and tie-rod loads.

Since much of Rowe's observations were reported in terms of deviations

from. FES values, it is not surprising then to find that his recommended

design procedure begins by computing the FES values. These values are

edified by employing factors derived from the tests, the factors de-

pending upon relative wall height, relative tie-rod level, pile

flexibility and the relative density of the subgrade.

It has been suggested that, once a safe penetration depth has been

achieved, bulkhead design is a matter of deflection  Rowe, 1952;

Tschebotarioff, 1948!. Rowe's work clearly established that the stress

distribution acting upon the wall at the time of toe failure was

accurately described by the FES method. Hence, the FES method can be

used to compute a safe penetration when safety factors are applied

to the loads. Once the penetration depth is computed, its maximum

bending moment and tie-rod loads are computed using the FES stress

distribution. The safety factor used for the penetration computation

is not used for the moment and tie-rod computations.

The FES bending moment is used to determine the design bending

moment by incorporating a reduction factor, r , chosen from Figure

2-17a. The reduction factor is read directly from the figure for the

appropriate relative wall height, ~, and subgrade relative density.

The reduction factor is chosen for several values of pile flexibility, c.

For the aonditions of similitude to be obeyed, the maximum bend-

ing moment is converted to
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~here M is the maximum bending ~oment in inch-pounds. An operating

curve is then developed as shown in Figure 2-18 where

�-19!T ~ T ~op max ' d

and r = the reduction factor for that particular value of log p. A
d

structural curve is then developed for each value of p with

�-20!
STR   2! 1/3 Hp!

and

fb
m

 EI! 2/3
�-21!

where g flexibility characteristic, fb = allowable bending stress,

S section modulus, F. = elastic modulus of the pile material, and I

moment of inertia. The intersection of the operating and structural

curves gives the solution in terms of t . The design bending momen.t then

may be computed by using Kq. 2-18.

The tie-rod load is more simply computed by multiplying the FES

value by the tie-rod load factor, f , found in Figure 2-17b . The

factor, f , is read directly for the appropriate values of ~ and g.
c

For dredge type bulkheads with unyielding anchorages, additional

reductions in bending moment may be computed by using Figure 2-17c. The

reduction. factor, r , is read for appropriate valises of z and 3.t'

The FES method and Rowe reduction methods are quite lengthy

procedures. They are described in greater detail in a later section.

Design examples may be found in the Appendices.
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og

Figure 2-18. Typical operating and structural curves {Rowe, 1952,
p. 54!



2.6.2. Comments b Terza hi

2.6,3. Theoretical Analysis

Rowe performed a theoretical analysis of sheet pile walls by

modeling the wall as a beam on an elastic foundation. The differential

equation which governs the model behavior is

d4
EI~- kv= 0

4
dx

�-22!

Terzaghi reviewed the works of Tschebotarioff and Rowe shortly

af ter Rowe's scale model test results were published  Terzaghi, 1954! .

He stated that Tschebotarioff' was in error to suggest that the Fixed

Earth Support method be used for all calculations since the fixity of

the pile toe ranged between fully free and fully fixed, depending

upon pile flexibility and the relative density of the subgrade material,

He agreed with Rowe that soil stresses can be computed based upon

Coulomb's formulation, the maximum bending moment, can be found using

the Free Earth Support method, and a reduction should be applied to the

maximum moment, depending upon pile flexibility and subgrade relative

density.

In this work Terzaghi also suggested the scope of exploration

required for bulkheads. He recommended standard penetration tests and

laboratory tests for sands. For clays, he recommended undisturbed

sampling for laboratory tests in addition to vane shear tests. The

exploration should also be of such an extent that it reveals soft soils

beneath the pile tip which could cause excessive settlement and slope

failures of submerged soils in front of the bulkhead which could under-

mine the stability of the toe.
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in which: E elastic modulus of the beam  pile!, I = moment of inertia,

y ~ axis in the direction of beam deflections, v magnitude of beam

deflections, x axis of the long dimension of the beam, and k ~ sub-

grade modulus in stress units  Rawe, 1955!.

For a subgrade modulus that increases linearly with depth, the

differential equation must be solved by series. The resulting polynomial

for Rowe's solution was of the 30th order, a very cumbersome expression.

Nevertheless, he proceeded to compute deflections and bending moments

for walls in sand and in clay.

A comparison was made between the results of the theoretical

analysis of anchored walls in sand and the observations made on the

tests of model walls. The comparison showed very good agreement, except

for very stiff walls in dense sand. This apparent discrepancy is not

important since, it is pointed out by Rowe, the stiffness of the walls

in the anomolous case was beyond the range normally encountered in the

field.

The theoretical analysis is too unwieldly to use as a design

tool, but the agreement with the experimental evidence of walls in

sands suggests that it may be useful in providing information about

walls in clay.

2.6.4. Anchored Walls in Cla

Rowe approached the problem of a wall in clay as a beam on an

elastic foundation  L957!. He stated that the subgrade modulus could

be related to its cohesion in terms of Skempton's stability number

 L945!,



$
c ~1 +- cY h+q I c

s w

�-23!

in which: c ~ cohesion in the subgrade, c ~ adhesion on the wall,

h overburden stress of the fill, and q ~ surcharge. He also noted.

that the term 1 + � could be taken as 1.25 in most cases.c

c

Incorporating Terzaghi's work in determining subgrade moduli

 Terzaghi, 1955!, Rowe developed a relationship using the subgrade

modulus, subgrade compressibility and stability number. The beam on

elastic foundation analysis proceeded with variations of pile flexi-

bility and stability number. Theoretical bending moments were compared

with FES values and the percent reduction was plotted versus log p.

A series of scale model tests was performed which defined the

limits of applicability of the theoretical analysis. The tests also

substantiated the accuracy of the analysis. Correlating the theoretical

and experimental data, Rowe presented three figures for the amount of

reduction. allowed as a function of stability number, which are shown

in Figure 2-19. The figures represent pile flexibilities which will

give three points on an operating curve. The flexibilities represented

are: maximum stiffness for log p -3.1, minimum stiffness for log o

-2.0, and a typical working stiffness for log p = -2.6.

Operating and structural curves are generated in the same manner

as for anchored walls in sand, Once the design flexibility is deter-

mined, Figure 2-19b is used to find the required tie-rod load factor,

using the stability number of the subgrade and design log p of the wall.

A detailed procedure is found in a later chapter.
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Figure 2-19. Tie-rod and bending moment factors, clay  after %owe,
1957, p, 642!
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Figure 2-19. Continued
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2.6.5. Corn arison with Limit E uilibrium A roach

Rowe computed bulkhead designs based upon Hansen's limit

equilibrium analysis and compared these e,o the results of the scale

model tests in sand �956! . In general, the limit equilibrium and

model test results were in close agreement.

In addition to corroborating the moment reduction method, this

comparison led to other observations that enhanced bulkhead design.

One such observation was that the most economical designs resulted

where the relative wall height, a, was approximately 0.73 and the

relative tie-rod location, 5, was approximately 0.20. The finding that

tie-rod loads should be factored within a range between 0.88 and 1.25

was also a consequence of this comparison and is reflected in Figure

2-17b . And, based upon this vork, it was clearly shown that with

sufficient penetration, bulkhead design becomes a problem of deformation,

not ultimate collapse.

2.6.6. Cantilevered Walls in Sand

One of Rowe's earlier works dealt with cantilevered walls in

sand �951!. His studies proceeded in a manner similar to the anchored

wall studies. A series of tests were conducted that compared the

amount of moment reduction from the PES method depending upon relative

wall height, a., pile flexibility, c, and relative density of the sub-

grade. The reduction curves shown in Figure 2-20 resulted from these

studies.
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Figure 2-20. Bending mordent factors, cantilever walls in sand
 after Rowe, l951, p. 319!



2.7. Numerical Methods Anal ses

The rapid development of the digital computer enhanced the via-

bility of the finite element method of analysis  FEN! to a great extent.

This method has been extremely valuable in describing the complex

phenomena of soil-structure interaction. The finite element method has

been applied to assess many soil stress problems.

One such application was an analysis of the Port Allen. and Old

River locks. Clough and Duncan developed an incremental finite element

analysis with nonlinear, stress dependent, inelastic soil stress-strain

behavior �969!. The analysis was accurate in predicting the behavior

of these U-shaped, reinforced concrete structures as was shown by

comparisons with the extensive instrumentation which was installed to

monitor the locks.

An investigation of the behavior of high anchored bulkheads in

Norway was reported by Bjerrum, Clausen azrd Duncan �972!. The bulk-

heads were instrumented with strain gauges and inclinometers were

installed in the adjacent soil. A. finite element analysis of the bulk-

heads was conducted using a modified version of the Port Allen computer

program. Comparison of the FEM results with the instrumentation data

and Rowe reduction method showed good agreement.

Finite element analysis has also been a tool for examining the

behavior of tie back excavations. Although this behavior is somewhat

different from bulkhead behavior in that anchors are employed at

multiple levels and are basically unyielding, some observations can be

applied to bulkheads on a qualitative basis.
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In a study by Tsui �974!, discontinuous wall behavior was ex-

amined. A soldier pile and lagging wall, or Berlin wall, was first

analyzed by FDi as a continuous, planar wall, then as a discontinuous

wall. An equivalent planar wall was developed by distributing the stiff-

ness of the soldier piles acx'oss the spacing between adjacent piles.

The discontinuous wall was modeled by stimulating the ties as spring
2supports, applying a soil stx'ess of 1 tsf  96.2 N/m ! and varying the

soil modulus as 100 tsf  9.61 kN/m !, 200 tsf �9. 2 kH/m !, and 400 tsf2 2

�8.5 kN/m !, Comparisons of these two models  Figure 2-21! show that2

deflections in the lagging were 70 percent greater for the planar

wall in soft soil, and 27 percent greater in stiffer soil. The Berlin

wall behavior is analogous to the behavior of navy bulkheads where the

8 in �. 2 m! fender piles are similar to the soldier piles as they

represent great increases in stiffness at discrete points along the

wall. The navy bulkhead problem vill be addx'essed Later in this woxk.

2. S. Soil-Structure Interface Stren th

The strength of the soil-stx'ucture interface is an important aspect

of bulkhead behavior, as suggested by the Coulomb formulation for active

and passive soil stress coefficients  Eqs. 2-2 and 2-3!. The intex'face

strength, 6, was suggested by Rowe to be taken as 2/3P for steel and

timber sheet piles  Rowe, 1952!. This recommendation was made without

the corroboration of significant test results.

A more recent study has, however, addressed interface strength

mox'e comprehensively. Kulhawy and Peterson �979! conducted tests

using concrete blocks with four variations 'n roughness, three relative
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densities for each of two soil types, and three normal stresses. The

tests were performed in a direct shear device.

It was pointed out that the causitive aspect of the interaction

lay in the relative roughness of the structural. face with respect to

the roughness of the soil, i.e., large soil particles and small asper-

ities in the wall allow the soil particles to skid across the wall,

while mall or large particles acting along a wall with high amplitude,

small wavelength asperities tend to develop more friction.

The implications of the tests as they concern bulkheads are that:

for precast concrete sheet piles, 6 can be taken as 0.9!; for steel

and timber sheet piles, other data must be consulted, although the

principles of relative roughness hold true.

Peterson et al. �976!, summarized test conditions and results of

investigations cf skin friction. Qf particular interest are the ratios

of 6 /p for steel and for wood, with the direction of frictional re-

sistance parallel to the grain. These values are summarized in Table

2-3. Also of interest are values of 6 that were determined, but without

reference to P. These are also shown in Table 2-3.

The significance of the summarized skin friction data is that, the

value suggested by Rowe, 6 2/3g, is a reasonable value to use; it

seems overly conservative in the case of wood sheet piles. However,

the sample size of only eight values for wood is too small to be used

for application to other design situations. In the case of steel, it

can be seen. that the mean value ror g is 37. 2 degrees. This value

obviously precludes granular soils in the loose state, which tend to

show lower ratios of 6/P  Peterson et al., 1976!. Here Rowe's sugges-

tion again appears reasonable.
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The conservatism resulting from using 6 2/3P, in lieu of 0.8

is reflected in Table 2-4. It can be seen that the conservatism results

in small increases in the active case, a 17 percent increase in the

passive case for loose soils, and a 54 percent increase foz dense

soils. Pith the exception of dense soils, the conservatism does not

appear to be substantial. In the case of dense soils, penetration

depths are already substantially less than those for loose soils. Thus,

the conservatism results i.n only slight increases in depth when compared

to depths computed using the less conservative assumption.

2. 9.

Tracing the evolution of thought that governs bulkhead design

serves twopurposes; it provides an understanding of the complex inter-

action of the soil and the flexible retaining wall, and it presents
a

rationale foz choosing the optimum design procedure.

Although conservative, the classical methods provided rational

approaches to design. 3oth methods assumed a linear stress distribution,

but made contrary assumptions with respect to fixity at the toe of the

pile. Later approaches assumed nonlinear pressure distribution. The

Danish Rules allowed for reduced wall stresses because of arching of

the soil between the anchor and dredge levels.

Large scale model tests performed by Tschebotarioff revealed that

arching was unstable in bulkheads with. yielding anchorages and that

reductions of wall loads were because of stress distributions that

deviated from the classical assumptions. His test results also suggested

that high wall stresses from fluid clay backfill could be alleviated by

using sand blankets or dikes adjacent to the wall.
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The extensive investigations by Rowe covered a broad spectrum of

conditions and contributed significantly to the understanding of bulk-

head behavior. His tests demonstrated that the stress distribution at

the time of toe failure of a wall is accurately described using free

earth support assumptions. The Free Earth Support value for depth of

penetration therefore specifies the minimum depth for a factor of

safety of 1.0. With increasing depths and increasing densities of

subgrades, fixity approaches the Fixed Earth Support assumption  Ter-

zaghi, 1955!. Once a safe depth of penetration is established, Rowe

determined that the deviation of loads from the Free Earth Support

method is a function of subgrade strength and wall flexibility. A

more applicable model than the simply supported, beam was used to de-

scribe the soil-structure interaction, i.e., the beam on elastic

foundation with a linearly varying subgrade modulus. Rowe compared

his model test results to the results of other investigators. He found

that Tschebotarioff's suggested method was valid only for the ranges of

soil stiffness and pile flexibility that were tested at Princeton.

Within this range, there was close agreement. Comments by Terzaghi

indicated that he agreed with Rowe's findings. The approach using

the theory of plasticity proposed by Hansen also produced designs

very similar to those resulting from the Rowe method. Considering

the difficulties in manipulating the complex equations and rupture

figures of Hansen's method, the Rowe approach offers a very attractive

alternative.

Rowe's study ot bulkheads was then. extended to walls in. cohesive

subgrades. A method was derived from this investigation whereby
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designs could be developed based upon the undrained strength of the

soil.

The finite element method provides an accurate means to investigate

the complex natures of soil-structure interaction and horizontal soil

stresses. A proven FEE routine was used to evaluate a large bulkhead

and the results compared favorably with instruments and strain gauges

used to monitor the wall. The results also demonstrated good agreement

with the Rowe method, thus adding more credence to the Rowe procedure.

An investigation of tied-back walls served to qualitatively

model and explain the mechanics of a discontinuous wall. The behavior

of the soldier pile and lagging system can be expected to be somewhat

similar to the behavior of the 8 inch fender pile and sheet pile

system of a navy bulkhead. A discussion of these implications appears

later in this work.


